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dear editor 

We would like to report an erratum about our manuscript 
entitled “The Effects of Analgesia-Sedation on the Immune 
System Before and After Cerebral Digital Subtraction Angiog-
raphy” DOI: 10.5137/1019-5149.JTN.4296-11.1 published in 
your journal. 

There is one sentence with an error and one repeated 
sentence, which should be deleted.

In the results section on page 4, the following sentence 
should be as follows; Comparing the two groups with 
respect to lymphocytes after cerebral DSA showed that 
CD56 (independent sample t test; p = 0.00001) and CD56 
(independent sample t test; p = 0.00001) levels were 
significantly higher in patients received analgesia-sedation 
and other parameters did not show significant differences 
(independent sample t test; p < 0.05).

The correct form should be as; Comparing the two groups 
with respect to lymphocytes after cerebral DSA showed that 

CD25 (independent sample t test; p = 0.00001) levels were 
significantly elevated and CD56 (independent sample t test;  
p = 0.00001) levels were significantly decreased in patients 
who received analgesia-sedation while other parameters did 
not show significant differences (independent sample t test; 
p < 0.05).

The following sentence should be deleted; In our study when 
we compared the levels of immune cells, in Group I (lack of 
sedation) level of CD40 and CD56 were significantly elevated, 
whereas other immune cells did not differ too much (Table 
VI).
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